
What is the true meaning of alchemy? 

Alchemy is defined as the process of taking something ordinary and turning it 

into something extraordinary, sometimes in a way that cannot be explained. An 

example of using alchemy is a person who takes a pile of scrap metal and turns it 

into beautiful art. 

For me, I use the term Kintsugi. The concept used in Japanese art of putting 

broken pottery pieces back together with gold, as metaphor for embracing or 

emphasizing your flaws and imperfections.  

The 3 goals of Alchemy. 

1) To find the Stone of Knowledge (The Philosophers' Stone). 
2) To discover the medium of Eternal Youth and Health. 
3) To discover the transmutation of metals. 

 

Here are my 7 Secret Tips to Creating                
An Alchemy Relationship: 

1) Take time to truly know yourself outside of relationships. 

o Learn to accept yourself as you are with all your imperfections. Take time 
to come into greater clarity of what your inner truth is.         

o  Know your strengths and weakness. When we know what we enjoy then 
it is easier to be our authentic self, and we determine how we want to 
spend our time. The more we come into connection with our True Self the 
more we allow another to experience this truth and also live in their truth. 

2) Focus on relationships that are complementary 

Know your needs rather than seeking to be with people who are just like us,     
or people who are the opposites, seek to find people whose characteristics 
and character complement your own.  When we focus on appreciating the 
complementary differences in each individual we begin to allow more of our 
potential to be expressed. See relationships as an opportunity for synergistic 
creation. At times the connection will allow for something new flourish 
between those in the relationship that’s beyond what could achieve on our 
own.  

 



3)  Identify any unresolved trauma. 

o By becoming aware of our unresolved trauma we’ll be able to see the truth 
in our relationships. Then when we get triggered by the unresolved, we 
can apologize for our reaction that triggered something old. Brining this 
level of awareness able our ability to actively work on healing ourselves to 
clear things up in our relationships. When we can access honesty and 
vulnerability with ourselves and share it in a healthy relationship it gives us 
an opportunity to build greater trust and bond at deeper levels. 

4) Use triggers as an opportunity for self growth! 

o From an alchemist’s perspective the trigger points are our impurities that we 
want to clear out. These impurities relate to our ego’s unresolved issues or 
programming from the past that pollute our filters and cause us to react 
disproportionately. So if a worthiness issue was triggered in a loving 
relationship, this is an opportunity to get to the root of this trigger and heal it. 
Without the trigger, awareness may have never been brought to the wound. 
Through this understanding we can see triggers in relationships as an 
opportunity to more fully resolve or shift old belief systems and emotional 
attachments. When we work through these triggers we dissolve old coping 
strategies, defensiveness, and other blocks in order to build more authentic 
connections. Often times the trigger is not completely about what was said, 
but more so about the way it hit a sensitive spot related to our past. 

5)   Allow space for personal wholeness and healing. 

o Continue to develop your personal internal world and life. When we 
prioritize our own healing and wholeness we can meet another from this 
place. Rather than needing the other person to validate and fill a void we 
can complement each other’s lives. Good chemistry is the result of an 
interaction that is enlivening and inspiring! So when we feel good with 
ourselves this over flows into all our relationships. When we’ve done the 
work to purify ourselves we are able to better express our positive 
qualities within. 

6)   Reclaim our own divinity. 

o The goal is to find those relationships that can become alchemical “gold.” 
Going through the purification process we can create indestructible 
relationships. Those are the relationships we deeply crave. The ones 
where those involved complement each other physically, emotionally, 
mentally, and spiritually! The alchemical process, life, and cultivating 
amazing relationships that can rest upon a strong foundation of love and 
honor require prioritization, energy, and attention. In alchemy they call this 
“the devotion to the great work.”  



7)   Begin to create a bond, by Come together with others that are also 
doing the work to embody their True- Self. 

o Sometimes we really need to do the initial work on our own so that we can 
be ready to catalyze a new phase of evolution and growth with others. 
After a time of being on our own, and getting in touch with our True Self, 
we can come together for a new level of operating in relation to others. 
Our connected relationships may at some point bring up deeper layers of 
unresolved patterns. This should be an opportunity to go deeper within as 
we relate to the world around us. This may draw us into another phase of 
introspection and connection to self. We can achieve breakthroughs and 
our relationships can reach their full potential when we really do the work. 
Self actualization.  

BONUS: Intimacy and Sexual pleasure: The human needs are one of the most 
important things in life and that includes our sexual pleasure. The coming together with 
your sexual partner should be voluntarily and pure. To do this the focus should be 
completely on each other, no distractions, (TV, phone or otherwise) all intentions should 
be on your partner, be present and let go of any expatiations. This should be a moment 
of Sacredness.  Research shows that intimacy helps release stress and anxiety, a 
simple touch. 

Intimacy usually denotes a mutual vulnerability, openness, and sharing.  Intimacy 
relates to a close, loving relationship such as lovers, marriage, friendship. The term is 
also used in reference to sexual interactions; however it does not have to be sexual. 
Intimacy is vital in maintaining a healthy social life; avoiding intimacy can create a space 
of isolation. *When one fear intimacy, (they may be underlining issues) counseling or 
therapy may help. 

 


